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ABSTRACT
The aim of the present study was to compare commercially available vaccines of infectious bursal disease
(IBD). Three experimental groups, each having 100 broiler birds were placed in the same environmentally
controlled house. Samples of blood and bursa of Fabricius were collected from slaughtered birds after
every 7 days till the end of experiment (35 days). The size of bursas and the bursa/body weight ratios
were significantly greater in live vector vaccine group than other vaccinal groups. ELISA revealed high
antibody titre in live vector vaccine group and a partial protection was observed in birds vaccinated
with immune complex or intermediate plus vaccines. Consistently, histopathological lesions of IBD
were less evident in live vector vaccine group in comparison to other groups. In addition live vector
vaccine improved the feed conversion ratio (FCR) by keeping the bird healthy and by decreasing the
immunosuppression. These results indicated that live vector vaccine has overall positive impact in terms
of immunity, histopathology of bursa of Fabricius and FCR. These results can be implemented in field for
complete protection and better growth performance of broiler industry.

INTRODUCTION

I

nfectious bursal disease (IBD) is a great threat to poultry
industry. It is highly contagious viral disease of young
chicken (3-6 weeks of age) and is characterized by rapid
onset, small duration and wide destruction of lymphocytes
in bursa of Fabricius. Clinical signs include severe
immunosuppression, trembling, prostration and whitish
watery or mucoid diarrhea (Mekuriaw et al., 2017).
The causative agent of IBD is a double stranded
RNA virus. The stability of IBD virus to heat, ultraviolet
radiation and photodynamic irradiation prolongs its
survival in field (Michel and Jackwood, 2017). In addition
the re-emergence of IBD virus in variant or highly virulent
forms results in vaccine failure and significant economic
loses (Soubies et al., 2018). Therefore the reasonable
control of IBD is only possible by quality vaccination.
There have been many reasons for vaccine failure such
as immunosuppression caused by IBD which not only
decreases the response of infected chickens to IBD vaccine
but to other vaccines such as Newcastle disease (ND),
Marek’s disease and infectious bronchitis (IB) as well.
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As the vaccination is the primary method of IBD
control in commercial poultry farms all over the world.
Therefore, it is need of the time to use highly efficient, safe
and secure IBD vaccine which may improve immunity and
minimizes the pathological alterations in bursa (main target
organ in this disease). In commercial poultry industry of
Pakistan the birds are being immunized by different types
of vaccines against IBD in which live vector vaccine,
intermediate plus and immune complex are more common
types. The objective of the present study was to compare
these three commercially available vaccines for IBD to
recommend the best one.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Purchase of birds
Commercial broiler chicks (day old) were purchased
from hatchery. Birds were housed in commercial broiler
shed which was separated into three equal segments.
Commercial rice husks provided as bedding were changed
at two week intervals. Birds were kept in standard rearing
conditions. Diet and clean water was offered ad libitum.
Same practices were provided to all three treatment groups.
A formal approval was obtained from ethical committee of
University before conducting the experiments.
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Table I.- Comparative growth performance and biometry of bursa and spleen after 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th week.
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Experimental design
Three different groups (100 birds each) had
different vaccination schedule at hatchery. The remaining
management to all three groups including litter
management, temperature, light management, ventilation,
water and nutritional management was same.
The 1st and 2nd groups were injected with live vector
vaccine (0.2mL/bird) and live immune complex vaccine
(0.1mL/bird) of IBD subcutaneously and also coarse spray
of live vaccine ND and IB at hatchery before delivering
them to house. Birds in both groups were manually
injected with killed oil based vaccine of ND 0.3mL/bird
subcutaneously at 7th day of age, vaccines of live ND on day
11 and live IB on day 12. While for 3rd group schedule for
the rest of vaccines was same except that live intermediate
plus vaccine of IBD was given on 8th day of life.
Sample collection
Bursal samples were collected on every 7th day of
experiment after slaughtering 20 birds per group and gross
lesions of bursa and spleen were recorded. Each sample
was measured by ruler and weighed by electrical balance.
Suitable samples were preserved in 10% neutral buffered
formalin for histopathological examinations of these
tissues as previously described (Mawgod et al., 2014).
Antibody titre
Blood samples (3-5mL) were collected from
slaughtered birds and serum was separated to determine
the ELISA titres (Mosley et al., 2013)
Statistical analysis
Data were presented in Mean ± SEM and data on
collection were analyzed statistically by analysis of
variance (1 way ANOVA).

RESULTS
The present study was performed in order to
compare the efficacy of live vector, immune complex and
intermediate plus vaccine of IBD in commercial broilers.
Our results indicated that live vector vaccine had positive
impact on feed conversion ratio (FCR), antibody titre and
histology of bursa as compare to immune complex and
intermediate vaccine.
At 1st week of experiment there was a non significant
difference in bursa weight and bursa to body weight ratio
(P≥0.05) in all three experimental groups. Moreover, all
three groups had neither any histopathological alteration
on bursa nor any significant gross change (P≥0.05) in
spleen sizes. However, live vector vaccine showed better
FCR and significantly increased bursal size (Table I).

Fig. 1. ELISA values for live vector, immune complex and
intermediate plus vaccines at 3rd, 4th and 5th weeks of age.

At 2nd week of experiment the live vector vaccine
group had significantly better (P≥0.05) FCR and bursal
size as compare to immune complex and intermediate
plus vaccines. While all three vaccines did not show any
histopathological change in bursa and nor any significant
change (P≥0.05) in bursal and spleen weight (Table I). At
3rd week live vector vaccine showed better FCR as compare
to other vaccinal groups but other parameters like bursa
weight, bursa size, spleen weight, spleen size, bursa spleen
size ratio, bursa spleen weight ratio and bursa body weight
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ratio were non significantly different (P≥0.05) (Table I).
Moreover at 3rd week of experiment the live vector vaccine
showed significantly higher antibody titre as compare to
two other vaccines.

were observed microscopically (Fig. 2A). While the birds
immunized with immune complex vaccine showed few
changes in the lymphoid follicles and lymphocytes were
depleted in the germinal centres of the follicles. In addition
most of the central areas were occupied by stroma (Fig.
2B). Similarly in intermediate plus vaccine group, the
bursal samples showed mild changes and some depletion
of cells in the medullary region (Fig. 2C).

DISCUSSION

Fig. 2. Normal histology of follicles,cortex and medulla
seen in bursa from vector vaccine (A) group. While
immune complex (B) and intermediate plus (C) vaccine
groups showed depletion of lymphocytes in medullary
region.

At 4th week FCR and antibody titre of live vector
vaccine was significantly (P≥0.05) improved than other
two groups. The bursa weight, size and bursa body weight
ratio were not significantly different (P≥0.05) in vector
and immune complex but significantly different (P≥0.05)
in intermediate plus group (Table I). At 5th week FCR was
significantly better (P≥0.05) in live vector and immune
complex vaccine than intermediate plus vaccine. However,
the bursa weight and size and antibody titre was significantly
better (P≥0.05) in vector vaccine than immune complex
and intermediate plus vaccine (Fig. 1). Spleen weight and
size was significantly improved (P≥0.05) in vector vaccine
and significantly different (P≥0.05) in immune complex
and intermediate plus (Table I). Our results showed that
bursa samples from live vector vaccine group had normal
histology of follicles and distinct cortex and medulla

This is the first comprehensive report on comparison
of live vector, immune complex and intermediate plus
vaccines of infectious bursal disease on integrity of bursa
of Fabricius and performance of commercial broiler.
Our results indicated that the live vector vaccine can
significantly protect the bursal health with measurable
results on hummoral immune system. This is in agreement
with previous studies of Ismail and Saif (1991) who
described that live IBD vaccines are highly efficient in
controlling the disease. This may be due to the nature of
live vector vaccine that is a genetically modified vaccine
in which only single gene (VP2) is carried by a vector. It
may also be due to the ability of live vaccine to overcome
maternally derived antibodies as these antibodies may
decline the efficacy of live vaccine (Tsukamoto et al.,
2002; Bublot et al., 2007)
The results of present study revealed that the body
weight of birds immunized with live vector vaccine
were significantly higher (P≤0.05) than the birds in other
vaccine groups. This may be due to stress associated with
intermediate plus vaccines due to double administration.
The stress affected the growth performance and decreased
feed intake which ultimately reduced the body weight.
Another method for evaluation of immunity is the
assessment of lymphoid organ’s weight in poultry. The
evaluation of bursal size, weight and bursal index (BI)
(bursa weight: body weight ratio) is the most commonly
caused model to estimate protection rate given by vaccines
against IBD (Bolis et al., 2003) and biological measure of
overall health status. Sick or stressed birds have small bursa
while healthy protective birds have large bursa (Yegani
and Korver, 2008). As the live vector vaccine kept the
bursa healthy and bursa weight and size were significantly
better (P≤0.05) at 5th week of age as compared to other
vaccines used it indicated the better efficacy of live vector
vaccine. These results were also verified by estimating
antibody titre in ELISA.
Normally the bursa to body weight ratio increases
in first five weeks due to strong bursal development as
compared to body development. But from 6th week onwards
the bursa to body weight (BBW) ratio decreases due to
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stabilization of bursal development. In present study, the
bursal growth was consistent (P≤0.05) up to 5 weeks in
group immunized with live vector vaccine while the other
two groups BBW ratio was reduced due to destruction of
bursal integrityin 5th Week.
Damage to the bursa by IBD virus leads to
immunosuppression and lesion development (Hoerr,
2010). Histopathological examination revealed normal
lymphoid follicles and distinct cortex and medulla in bursa
of live vector vaccine group. While in case of immune
complex group, there were some mild changes in follicles
along with some depletion of lymphocytes. On other hand
birds vaccinated with intermediate plus vaccine had mild
to severe changes with depletion of immune cells in the
medullary region and follicles.
On the basis of these results we concluded that
comparatively better protection, better growth performance
and least pathological lesions were observed by using live
vector vaccine in broiler chicken as compare to immune
complex and intermediate plus vaccine. Therefore, its use
is recommended in broiler chickens against IBD.
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